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DWM TECHNICAL POSITION
ON GROUNDWATER TRAVEL TIME

1.0 Introduction

One of the NRC performance objectives for High Level Waste repositories,
commonly referred to as the "groundwater travel time (GWTT) objective", Is
stated in 10 CFR 60.113 (a)(2) as:

"The geologic repository shall be located so that pre-waste-emplacement
groundwater travel time along the fastest path of likely radionuclide
travel from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment shall be at
least 1000 years or such other time as may be approved or specified by the
Commission."

The "disturbed zone" is defined In 10 CFR 60.2 as:
"...that portion of the controlled area the physical or chemical

properties of which have changed as a result of underground facility
construction or as a result of heat generated by the emplaced radioactive
wastes such that the resultant change of properties may have a significant
effect on the performance of the geologic repository."

The "accessible environment" is defined in 10 CFR 60.2 as the atmosphere, land
surface, surface water, oceans and the portion of the lithosphere that is
outside of the controlled area. For purposes of this GTP, the "controlled
area" Is defined (consistent with the Final EPA high level waste rule 40 CFR
191) as extending no more than 5 kilometers from the original emplacement of
the waste in the disposal system,-with a maximum surface area of no more than
100 square kilometers. The disturbed zone, path and accessible environment are
illustrated in Fig. 1.

The Disturbed Zone definition and groundwater travel time (GWTT) objective were
established as part of a multiple barrier approach to high level waste
isolation. The Disturbed Zone criterion is intended to prevent the reliance on
only the zone directly adjacent to the engineered facility for the major
portion of the geologic barrier protection, and to avoid the complication of
consideration of coupled processes close to the emplaced High Level Waste when
demonstrating compliance with the GWTT performance objective. The Disturbed
Zone is being addressed by the NRC staff's Generic Technical Position which is
presently under review. As the Commission stated when it proposed its technical
criteria for licensing activities at geologic repositories (46 FR 35280, July

.1.
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8, 1981), the GWTT objective should be viewed as a conceptually simple measure
of the overall quality of the geologic setting.

It is generally agreed that groundwater is the most likely means by which
significant quantities of radionuclides could escape a High Level Waste (HLW)
repository. Transport of radionuclides to the biosphere then depend on factors
which are directly related to the travel time of groundwater from the
engineered facility to the environment. The 1000 year GWTT objective helps to
assure that groundwater conditions are favorable, since a repository in
compliance with the GWTT performance objective will be influenced by regional
hydrogeologic processes (which are characterized by long travel times), rather
than any local, relatively fast-moving groundwater.

The apparent conflict between the terms "pre-waste-emplacement" and "path of
likely radionuclide travel" is recognized. The staff intended that the concept
of pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time and "path of likely
radionuclide travel" be interpreted to mean the paths which radionuclides would
be likely to take if they were released from the disturbed zone under
pre-waste-emplacement conditions.

Releases of radionuclides through groundwater pathways is limited by the three
primary barriers:
(1) the integrity of the waste package and overpack;
(2) the ability of the groundwater to transport radionuclides, irrespective of

geochemical effects; and
(3) the geochemical interaction of the radionuclide with the rock along the

path of groundwater movement.
The present Position deals only with the second barrier.

1.1 What is Groundwater Travel Time?

Groundwater travel time was envisioned to be the time that it would take inert
tracer particles released at the disturbed zone to reach the accessible
environment under pre-waste-emplacement conditions. This travel time is often
considered to be synonymous with the travel time T calculated by the average
seepage velocity along the path s:

A.E. U
T =-f - ds (1)

. ne

where A.E. = accessible environment,
D.Z. = disturbed zone,
U = the Darcy velocity along the path, and
ne = the effective porosity

Je.
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The term U/ne is generally known as the seepage velocityJ and is the apparent
speed of the water in the open spaces in the rock. The travel time expressed by
Eq. 1 however, may not eqth meas the travel time based on the transport of
an inert traced"The bases or the differnces are described below.

Transport of a non-decaying dissolved tracer in the groundwater can be
expressed by a three-compartment model as shown in Fig. 2. The three
compartments are; a) the mobile liquid phase (e.g., flow through connected
pores and fractures), b) the immobile liquid phase (e.g., dead end pores) and
c) the solid phase associated with the rock. This model can be succinctly
represented by a material balance for the case of a dissolved tracer (Codell
1982):

neat+ (n n) + (1- n) -Q = n div ( grad C U C)~e St e at at e (grd-C(2

+ n C + (n - n )AG + (1 - n) AQ
e e

where C = the concentration in the mobile liquid phase,
Q = the concentration in the solid phase,
G = the concentration in the immobile liquid phase,
n = the total porosity of the rock,
ne= the porosity of the rock in which the mobile water flows,
D the dispersivity tensor representing molecular diffusion and

mechanical dispersion in the liquid phase,
U the seepage velocity vector
A = the decay rate

Diffusion in the liquid phase is caused by the random motion of the water and
solute molecules. Dispersion in the liquid phase is caused by deviations from
the mean velocity vector U. Diffusion and dispersion alone cause a spread in
the travel time predicted from Eq. 1.

Another, potentially more important mechanism which could lead to the spread inP-d"LW4
travel time is the partitioning of the tracer between the three compartments.
The mobile liquid phase occupies a portion of the rock, n , usually known as
the "effective porosity" (although this term is somewhat Imbiguous). The
immobile phase occupies the fraction (n - n e) of the rock. The solid phase
occupies the fraction (1 - n) of the rock. The relationship between the three
compartments is key to understanding the movement of the tracer through the
groundwater. An often-used simplification of the equation is to assume that
the concentration of the constituent in all three compartments is in
equilibrium, and that the solid phase concentration is related to the liquid
phase concentration by a constant:

IT
rcA- I n Q -
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Q = KC (3)
n-n 1 n

where K e+ Kd R (4)
1 -n 1 - n de e

Kd = the distribution coefficient, ml/gm, and
Rd = the real specific gravity, gm/ml.

S

In this case, a commonly used form of the transport equation can be derived

Rd a =Div ( D Grad C -UC) +RdC (5)

Where R is the retardation coefficient, which expresses the velocity at which
the trager is being transported relative to the average seepage velocity:

F

Rd = n + nK (6)
d ne ne d

For a non-sorbing dissolved tracer, Kd would be zero. Note that the
retardation coefficient for this case is not equal to unity, as is often
considered to be the case' but is always equal to or greater than unity. This dLL-at..
reflects the assumption skated above that the mobile and immobile phases are in
equilibrium. Actually, the concentration of an inert tracer in the immobile
phase can only approach and not reach equilibrium with the mobile water. This
equilibrium is limited by the rate of transport between the phases, and depends
on a number of factors, including the conditions under which the tracer is
moving and the diffusion coefficient of the tracer in the water. In other
words, if GWTT is supposed to represent the travel time of inert tracer
molecules from their points of release along the disturbed zone to the
accessible environmeot, then the diffusive properties of the tracer are
important. trocessesrcontrolltpg the transport of tracer between the mobile
and immobile water phases a1r~e>-dsuaty called "matrix diffusion" (Blencoe and
Grisak, 1984).

rIf transport between the mobile and immobile phases is insignificant, R would
approach unity and the GWTT could be based on the averaie seepage veloctyaof
groundwater along the path, eermlneclfrom Eq.l. Conversely, if transport
between the immobile and mobile phasejjs relatively fast, then the retardation
factor Rd would approach n/ne, and tfIr-WTT would be greater than T.

vS, XA
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Tracer particles considerably larger than molecules will not exhibit the same
diffusive behavior as molecular tracers, and will be transported at a speed
more typical of the average groundwater seepage velocity. The difference
between the apparent velocity of a diffusive tracer and the apparent velocity
of a non-diffusive tracer can be dramatic. For example, Cathles (1974)
described a dual tracer experiment in a fractured granitic rock, where the GWTT
for a non-diffusive tracer (0.5 micron silica spheres) was up to three orders
of magnitude greater than that for a non-reactive diffusive tracer (salt
water). The effect of matrix diffusion is probably most significant in media
with high matrix permeability, especially where groundwater movement is very
slow (Blencoe and Grisak, 1984).

'rhp

It should be noted that the tracer does not cause matrix diffusion. The
process proceeds because of Brownian motion of the molecules. Both the tracer
and water molecules are diffusing. he magnitude of the diffusive flux in the

F'matrix is proportional to the diffus vity~of the molecule raised to a power
A ess than 1. CDiffusivity)is an intrinsic property of the solute molecule in
the solve2t (e.g.wter). The self-diffusivity of water is estimated to be
2.7E-5 cm /sec. The diffusivity of nearly any molecular or ionic solute is
well within an order of magnitude of this value. Many common electrolytes such
as chloride are within a factor of 2. Therefore, the effect ofCdiiffusivijy on
water must be fairly close to that of most common dissolved tracers-.-This is
AXn important point, because in a situation where matrix diffusion is an

frimportant factor in the transport of a tracer, it would also be important in
the transport of the water. In other words, the GWTT based on Eq. 1 does not c
necessarily account for the fact that the water arriving at the accessible
environment is not all the same water leaving the disturbed zone, but may
contain an amount of water exchanged with the immobile water along the pathway. /
This fact tends to support the notion that diffusion can rightfully be included i
into the concept of GWTT xv-4 R-a- ad z .. &.d-A ljf4444rwA _ /)4. L

Ati -, *--- a,,
Molecular us decreases with_ ze of theparticle. In the case of
the 0.5 mijron silica spheres in the tracer experiment of Cathles (1974),

Cdiffus i can be estimated to be roughlyv .OE-8 cm /sec (CRC 1986), which, is
three orders of magnitude less than the :diffusivity, of molecular tracerse. At
is not'Ifherefore suprising that this t'racehr-was-ot-afff-cited by diffusion into
the matrix.

It can be argued that the effect of diffusion into the matrix is taken into
account in Eq. 1 through the effective porosity term, since ne is usually
determined by means of a tracer experiment,%. Measurements of the effective
porosity are difficult, however, and dependent on the experimental procedures
and tracers used' or example, the effective porosity determined by a tracer
test in a well œRig be sensitive to the rate at which the groundwater is

,O
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moving. If the test is being conducted under conditions where the velocity has tots
been Un&rse uch as in a two well test, the tracer might not diffuse in d+-
the matrix to the same extent that it wouldunder pumped conditions, w A-,(
underestimat ng the effective porosiVy tisually represented as a _ J
scalar quantity,g ffective porosity appears to be a tensor (i.e., directed)
quantity in-somne geologic media (Endo and Long, 1984).

The radically different behavior of diffusing and non-diffusing tracers in
media makes interpretation of the GWTT position somewhat of a dilemma. While
the staff intended the definition of GWTT to be the travel time for
non-reactive tracers, the effect of tracer diffusion was not widely recognized.

The consensus in the l _ ic community is that GWTT should be
based on the average seepage velocity and should not consider matrix diffusion.
There are several factors which tend to support this point of view:

o The apparent retardationtcaused by matrix diffusion is conservatively
neglected if it is assumed that the tracer particles travel with the mean'
seepage velocity, except to the extent that tracer diffusion was a factor
in the determination of the effective porosity.

o Transport of particulate or colloidal radionuclides would not be affected
significantly by matrix diffusion. These larger particles would travel At&e41ZS
close to the average seepage velocity, if not affected by mechanisms such
as sorption. In addition, phenomena such as anion exclusion can reduce
the ability of certain dissolved species to diffuse into small pore
spaces, thereby reducing the importance of matrix diffusion.

° The mechanisms of matrix diffusioa ge ffiut to-measure in the field.
Without direct measurements of m m timates of the effect of
matrix diffusion would have to be based on mathematical models which are
largely untested, using parameters which are difficult or impossible to
substantiate.

On the basis of the above points, and in keeping with the Commission's stated
position that GWTT should be a simple measure of the overall quality of the
repository, the staff will proceed with the understanding that GWTT is based on
the travel time of non-diffusive, inert tracer particles which move with the owe%-tt-
seepage velocity, and encourages the applicant to follow this approach.
Groundwater travel time couldJa dsobe interpreted to consider the exchange of
flowing and immobile water Fy diffusion. The staff would entertain arguments
for travel times based on inert, diffusing tracers if ample justification is
provided. Alternatively, such arguments for matrix diffusion might be used to
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support the satisfaction of the GWTT performance objective in the case where
the GWTT based on the average seepage velocity is calculated to be less than
1000 years.

X7\
The staff has endeavored to present in this Technical Position a workable
definition of the pre-waste-emplacement groundwater travel time objective to be
used for HLW repository licensing. The definition will assist the staff in
evaluating com liance of a specific site with the performance objectives of 10
CFR 60. Ehis Technical Pos-tion is intended to guidance only. It
reflects the Staff's interpretation oFfif GWTT objective, but does not prevent
the Applicant or others from advancing alternative interpretations. This GTP
is not intended to be a prescriptive guide to conducting field tests. Such
guidance is beyond the scope of this document. It is instead a guide to
defining the GWTT objective, and presenting the results in a defensible manner.

2.0 Interpretation of GWTT Objective

Compliance with the GWTT objective in 10 CFR 60.113 (a) (2) requires carrying
out the following steps:

• Properly identifying and considering the pre-waste-emplacement environment
and its potential spatial and short-term temporal variabilities;

o Identifying the fastest path of likely radionuclide travel; and

° Calculating the appropriate travel time along this path.

2.1 Pre-Waste-Emplacement Environment

Pre-waste-emplacement pertains to conditions which exist prior to significant
disturbance of the geologicET or hydrologicafl setting by construction or major
testing activities capable 'of seriously disturbing the geologic setting.
Restriction of the GWTT requirement to pre-disturbance conditions is in accord
with the original intent of 10 CFR 60 to establish a straightforward criterion
which is easily defined and determined. The present position does not deny the
importance of post-waste-emplacement effects. Evaluation of groundwater and
radionuclide movement under post-waste-emplacement conditions will be required
as part of the demonstration of overall compliance of the repository with the
EPA standards (40 CFR 191) as implemented by NRC.

The site must be characterized and understood to the extent that the fastest
path of radionuclide travel (Section 2.2) can be identified and the ground
water travel time (Section 2.3) can be determined. The determination of GWTT
will be for present day environmental conditions only. Short-term changes to
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the environment, (e.g., tens of years) which can be reasonably inferred from
records in the vicinity of the site, such as cycles of wet and dry years, local
flooding, changes in groundwater and surface water use and irrigation
practices, and any other factors that may alter hydraulic heads should be
factored into the conceptual model for determining GWTT. Groundwater systems
which have been demonstrated to exhibit significant transient behavior for the
period of record may have to be modeled in a time-dependent rather than a
steady-state manner to demonstrate compliance with the GWTT requirement. The
determinations do not have to take into account the long-term projections
(e.g., thousands of years) of changes to the physical setting of the
repository, such as earthquakes, changes to global climate, major changes to
surface morphology or use of groundwater and land. If present-day conditions
have varied markedly over the period of record,.the investigator must question
whether inappropriate credit is being taken for excessive groundwater travel
times caused by these variations. For example, if a cone of depression has
formed as a result of large groundwater withdrawals, it could reduce or even
reverse the direction of an unfavorable hydraulic gradient. In this case, it ,
would be prudent to consider the effects of an otherwise-likely hydraulic
gradient corrected for the effect of the cone of depression. The rationale
behind this philosophy is to avoid the appearance of taking credit for
processes for which there could be no assurances of long-term reliability,
e.g., continued groundwater withdrawals maintaining the favorable gradient.

2.2 Identification of fastest path of likely radionuclide travel

V)�-- -Op
Zx-e

The paths from the disturbed zone to the accessible environment are to be
described in a macroscopic sense; e.g., aquifers. In crystalline rocks, paths u
smay- consist of fractured, weathered or brecciated zones. In porous media,
pathsbwill generally consist of layers of permeable rock. Paths may also
consist of fractured zones in consolidated non-crystalline rocks. Several
examples of paths for generic repositories are covered in Appendix B.

_r p --
There-may_be- Several alternative conceptual models for .te repositoryt each of
which might determine a different path for radionuclide transport. For
example, borehole information in a saturated zone might indicate the presence
of permeable zones, but-Tnvestigator may be unable to determine whether or not
these zones were connected in such a way that they constitute a path. Such
information could-only be gathered by_' ho l? tests on the length scale of
the order of the dimensions of concern (e.g., hundreds to thousands of meters).
The analysis of GWTT therefore should consider all paths for radionuclide
transport defined by alternative conceptual models, unless they can clearly be
demonstrated to be unlikely, preferably through direct measurements of
hydrogeologic properties of the site. Data collection must be focused on
identifying and quantifying paths so that there'd a high degree of confidence Z K
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that potentially faster paths have not been overlooked. Selection of the
proper drill and test program for the conceptual model is a key element in the
process. Ahk ̂  b

2.3 Groundwater Travel Time along the Fastest Path 4

Groundwater travel timein this positiont distributed variabl /rather than '2'~
a fixed quantity. It c14M be quantified as a cumulative probabil ty
distribution of the times of travel for inert tracer R:ilcles from the
disturbed zone to the accessible environment along the-macroscopic paths.
-here-are several reasons for the distributed nature of the groundwater travel .
timelier:

Uncertainty - Measurement error or sparseness of data necessary to
characterize the site adds uncertainty to the travel time estimates for
the tracer particles. Site data must always be collected and interpreted
in terms of a conceptual model. An invalid conceptual model will lead tog'
an incorrect interpretation of the data. Drilling a well to an improper
depth relative to a valid conceptual model or performing an inappropriate
test are typical of common errors in measuring and interpreting field
data.3 *vi- zvpw-i- sA_e >s-zl+z Js__s;TL^- a

Distributed source - The disturbed zone and accessible environment are
defined as surfaces rather than points. Tracer particles released at
different points along the disturbed zone!waTW reach the accessible
environment at different times.

Spatial variability of t e properties of the medium (e.g.,fthickness
hydraulic conductivity porosity). i

o Temporal variability - Hydrologic and hydrogeologic data within recorded
history of the site might indicate that the groundwater velocities are
fluctuating. Temporal variations over the time period of concern are not
expected to be an important consideration on the regional scale for
saturated flows. These variations might be important at sites built in
unsaturated media, however. For example, it is conceivable that a period
of unusually heavy precipitation for several years (unrelated to a global
climatic change) could increase hydraulic heads, decreasing travel times
along a normally slow pathway. A transient GWTT should be weighted
according to its frequency and duration. In addition, a path which
changes direction or length over time as a result of variable fluxes of
groundwater should be considered to be a single path for the purposes of
GWTT calculations. This allows the low probability, fast GWTT's to be
fairly weighed with the high probability, slow GWTT's.
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The estimation of GWTT must accommodate spatial variability, temporal
variability and uncertainty. GWTT can be presented as a distribution for each
of the paths in terms of a Cumulative Distribution Function (COF), an example
of which is shown in Fig. 3. This CDF will combine all spatial variability,
temporal variability and uncertainty of the GWTT into a single curve for each
of the paths. The COF itself however is assumed to contain no uncertainty. It
is important to note that the CDF does not deny the existence of uncertainty,
but that all uncertainty is incorporated into the COF. Spatial and temporal
variability and uncertainty can theoretically be treated separately, but
grouping them both into a single CDF has the advantage of simplicity.
Compliance with the 1000 year objective would be demonstrated if it could be
shown that any tracer particle leaving the disturbed zone has a (100-X)% or
greater probability of arriving at the accessible environment in a time greater
than 1000 years, where X is a small number. The basis for choice of X% is
presented in Section 2.4. The 15th percentile is shown in the figures for
illustrative purposes only.

Overall, the identification of likely paths and reliable estimation of GWTT is"
strongly dependent on the adequate characterization of the hydrogeologic
conditions between the disturbed zone and the accessible environment.
Conceptualizations of paths will likely be simple during the early
reconnaissance phase of site characterization. Continued characterization
activities will produce more detailed and realistic conceptualizations of
stratigraphy and geologic structure, which will lead to Improved estimates of

GWTT. One of the goals of field experiments is to narrow the GWTT distribution
by eliminating as much of the uncertainty as possible; i.e., increase the
steepness of the CDF. The criterion discussed in section 2.4 Is sensitive to
the steepness of the GWTT distribution, thereby providing an incentive to
reduce uncertainty. Further discussion of the concept of GWTT and procedures
for its calculation are presented'in Appendix A.

2.4 Rationale for Choice of the Percentile of the Cumulative
Distribution Function (CDF)

In applying 10 CFR 60.113(a)(2), the staff recognizes that groundwater travel
time along the paths defined for each conceptual model can be represented by
the Cumulative Distribution Function (COF) rather than a single value, because
of uncertainty in understanding the hydrogeology of the site, measurement
errors, temporal variations in flow, multiple particle trajectories and a
spatially-distributed source. (A single-valued GWTT determined from
conservative models and coefficients would also be acceptable to demonstrate
compliance with the GWTT objective). Uncertainties in estimating these
phenomena are expected to cause the GWTT distribution to span as much as
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several orders of magnitude. Phenomena leading to the distributed nature of
the predicted GWTT are elaborated in Appendix A.

It is difficult to deal directly in terms of a distribution when stating
performance criteria. It is often useful instead to specify a scalar norm of
the distribution; e.g., the mean, median, or some percentile of the CDF. The
"fiLrstLarticle" approach is a norm based on the zeroeth percentile of the CDF.
Thi `has a certain appeal because the travel time of the first particle is
obviously the "fastest". There are some serious shortcomings to this approach,
however. Consider for example the two curves shown in Fig. 4 which rre sent
the cumulative distribution of GWTT for two sites. In this exam le urt er
consider't-iit both sites are perfectly characteized, and that any var iations
in travel time are due to spatial variability of the medium or the distributed
nature of the accessible environment and disturbed zone. These curves could
represent breakthrough curves from tracer experiments at the sites. In Case 1,
the distribution indicates a single groundwater travel time, t'. In case 2,
there is a distribution of travel times with a minimum of tV. A zero r

percentile criterion would g t both cases as equals, whereas case 2 is WAL-
obviously superior in termsV W performance, if all other things are ,AAeU;5A U4L
considered equal. The choice of a higher percentile would distinguish between' W-of6#
Cases I and 2 and give credit to case 2. e

A choice for the percentile which is too high, say the median, would be
undesirable because 1tu4ay be insensitive to the variance of the GWTT St Vapir
distribution. Thisi'can be demonstrated for the hypothetical example depicted 4at ' AJA ag.
in Fig. 5. The two CDF curves of GWTT in this figure have the same median of
1000 years, but different variances. They may, for example, represent A-t"
different sites. The curves may also represent a single site for which the
data have no experimental bias, but at different points in the site
characterization process. Under the median GWTT criterion, sites which exhibit
a wide variance of the travel time distribution for reasons such as great
spatial variability, an inadequate conceptual model, inadequate drill and test
plan, or measurement uncertainty, would be treated as equals. A smaller
percentile justifiably favors the site which has the smaller variance in the
GWTT distribution. If the wider variance is due to quantifiable uncertainty
(e.g., lack of data), the smaller percentile would serve as an incentive to
further characterize the site. A smaller percentile favors the site which has
the smaller variance in the GWTT distribution.

The percentile for the CDF as the criterion for GWTT is UresentlyJunspecified
but the rationale from the above two examples suggests that a value greater
than a few percent and considerably less than 50% would be desirable. The
determination of the percentile for the GWTT criterionshoulgjiMi) be based on
considerations of "reasonable assurance". Licensing considerations to be made
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in connection with GWTT involve substantial uncertainties,-nany of which are
unquantifiable (e.g., those pertaining to the correctness of the models used to
evaluate GWTT). Such uncertainties can be accommodated within the licensing
process only if a qualitative test such as reasonable assurance is applied for
the level of confidence that the numerical performance objective is expected to
achieve. Both the quantifiable uncertainties incorporated in the GWTT
distribution and the unquantifiable uncertainties which are not included must
be considered together in reaching a finding of reasonable assurance. It
might, for example, be proper to select a different percentile criterion for a
relatively well-understood, easily modeled site, where unquantifiable
uncertainties are small, than would be appropriate for a site with larger
unquantifiable uncertainties. Stated another way, selection of the percentile
criterion is a qualitative judgement > d is part of a larger set of Judgements
necessary to reach a finding of reasonable assurance that the performance
objectives will be achieved.

7-.-Note--that the applicant is not required to generate a 'detailed COF of the GWTT
distribution. A simplified approach would be acceptable, provided that
achievement of the 1000 year GWTT objective could be demonstrated with
reasonable assurance. Such a simplified approach could for example, define a
conservatively short path along which the travel time of a single particle
could be calculated using Darcy's li wlitw contservatively chosen coefficients
of hydraulic conductivity, gradient and effective porosity.

2.5 Special Considerations for Unsaturated Media

Groundwater movement through unsaturated media for pre-waste-emplacement
conditions differs from that of saturated media in a number of important ways:

1. In a medium unaffected by boundaries, the gradient and t ore the
direction of unsaturated flow is predominantly vertical cofining
features such as aquicludes, faults and dikerlcomplicate this general
picture). Saturated flow is primarily horizontal, except in areas of
recharge or discharge.

2. Unsaturated flow tends to be more responsive to episodes of recharge
thaOrViturated flow.

3. Unsaturated flow parameters are highly nonlinear, and depend on the
degree of saturation of the medium. This nonlinear dependence could
also lead to changes in the flow trajectories for differing levels of
saturation, e.g., saturation of fractures or creation of a perched
water table.

....
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The transient nature of flow In the unsaturated zone causes a certain
difficulty in definiprig roundwater travel time. The-re-4-s £ conceptually
important distincf'ronpbetwvee&` an episodic recharge event in an unsaturated
medium and nearly-steady groundwater flow in a saturated medium. Even though
he-re--may--norma14-y-be,- I Ittl e downward flIow through an unapsturated mauW't s
conceivable that unusually heavy pr cipitation over 43I-a4 ,~ea could
lead to short travel times durin _ Ma -perod, at least through the unsaturated
portion of the medium. The definition of GWTT as a cumulative distribution
function allows thelw.probability, short travel time events to be'fairly
weighted'-v'it-h m-o-r-e'---ty-pical travel times.- _ _

Travel times would be weighted according to the intensity, frequency and
duration of the event. The travel time distribution could be estimated, for
example, from a transient groundwater flow analysis, coupled with the transport
of hypothetical tracer particles released. at constant I e n$qpal s at points
along the disturbed zone. The cuuai-Aist~uioi Vs tase would
incorporate time variability of recharge, as well as the spatial and temporal
variability in path lengths. It should be noted however, that the est4mation,~~''
of parameters for unsaturated systems is considerably more difficult than for
saturated flow, !kemay impose increased conservatism on the uncertainty
analysis.

3.0 Summary and Statement of Regulatory Position

3.1 Summary

Groundwater travel time is a measure of the merit of the geologic setting of a
high level waste repository. The Staff rcgiiz, that there-amay.-be-
altern-ative conceptual models of the~setbecause of the inability to
(vipeto y CD!ctnie Ewith tije available data. This inability may lead to

:~~~T e:l~-aratrT- AV~-

a Kdt~t4-p!-c!j-'VY6fpotential paths for likely radionuclide travel. The
groundwater travel time along the paths will be a distributed quantity because
of spatial variability, temporal variability, the distributed nature of the
disturbed zone and accessible environment, and model or data uncertainty.
Groundwater travel time should therefore be represented as a cumiulative~ 1 -~-~
probabi-1ity distribution, although a single-valued GWTT would be accept-atbleiT -"
it were derived from appropriately conservative models and coefficients. The
Upre-waste-emplacemnent groundwater travel time along the fastest path of likely
radi-onuclide travel" should be represented as a percentile of all travel times
contained in the Cumulative Distribution Function for each of the potential
paths identifiled. Pre-waste-emplacement pertains to conditions at the site
prior to any significant disturbance of the hydrological or geological setting
such as construction activities or-the effects of radioactive waste, and whose
spatial and temporal variability can be reasonably Inferred from historical
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records at or near the site. Testing activities capable of altering the
pre-waste-emplacement environment should be taken into consideration. The
analysis must take into account any information pertaining to preferential
points of release from the Disturbed Zone, and consider reasonably likely
conceptual models which might lead to transport through other paths.

3.2 Statement of Position

It is the staff's position that in demonstrating compliance with groundwater
travel time performance objective of 10 CFR 60.113, DOE should de4he,4eA.

. X,,~~~~,

fol lowing:

1. Determine the paths of likely radionuclide travel for the site as
described in Section 2.2 and Appendix B.

2. For each of the paths, determine the pre-emplacement groundwater travel
time as described in Section 2.3 and Appendix A.

3. Select the fastest such travel time so determined.
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Appendix A - Calculation of the Groundwater Travel Time (GWTT)

A.0 Introduction

This section '1 4sguidance on how to calculate the GWTT distributions for each
of the identified macroscopic paths defined by conceptual models considered.
Section A.1 describes the utility of hypothetical tracer particles and uses the
concept to illustrate why there would be a distribution of travel times rather
than a single value.

Section A.2 describes several mathematical modeling schemes which could be used
to calculate the GWTT distribution. Section A.3 discusses the various methods
for estimating parameters, quantifying their uncertainties, and choosing the
input for the mathematical models on the basis of the available data. Section
A.4 discusses a particular approach to calculating the GWTT distribution by
applying a Monte Carlo sampling scheme to a deterministic mathematical model.

7

Finally, Section A.5 describes how simplified analyses may be used in some
cases to satisfy the GWTT performance objective without having to resort to
complicated analyses.

A.1 Travel Time Distributions
_ . ..Con - CkfT4tnd *r ?-A A?,

It is useful in subsequent discussions to think of theradionuclides as
consisting of discreet particles, although it should be recognized that these
are figurative rather than real. A single "particle" leaving the disturbed
zone would generally follow the path traced by the moving groundwater, except

e for phenomena such as molecular diffusion and chemical interaction. Molecular
A diffusion would cause random motio.n to be added to the trajectory of the

art d * 'particle, allowing it to move into areas such as pores with little or no net
flow. Chemical interaction with the surrounding rock would cause the
radionuclide particle to leave the groundwater and become fixed temporarily or
permanently in or on the surface of the rock. Because of a consensus in the
geohydrologic community that the GWTT should be calculated using the average
pore velocity, we restrict all subsequent discussion in this Technical Position
to transport of the tracer by this velocity, without considerations of
molecular diffusion or geochemical effects. Geochemical effects are covered in
another regulatory- position (Bradbury et.al., 1985).

7J

Along any "path" as defined in Section 2.2 and Appendix B,.her-ewl-l-be--
natural spatial variability in the properties of the mediu~m% e.d. porosity,
hydraulic conductivity. The tracer particles moving in the groundwater will
follow trajectories governed by the hydraulic properties of the medium and the
driving forces at their location. The more uniform the medium, the more
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parallel will be the trajectory of the tracer particles. Conversely, the
tracer particles in a heterogeneous medium may diverge from their neighbors for
certain types of heterogeneity, following trajectories of least resistance
which are not necessarily the shortest trajectories. Travel time distribution
caused by non-uniformity of the medium is generally known as mechanical
dispersion.

Unsaturated media are somewhat more complicated than saturated media. Not only
the speed but the trajectory of tracer particles could change with time as a
result of a change in boundary conditions or flow parameters in the unsaturated
case. For example, in a fractured porous medium, conditions of high
infiltration could cause certain fractures to fill with water and establish
paths not present during periods of lower infiltration.

A.2 Mathematical Representation of the Repository and its Environment

Analysis of the GWTT for any real repository must depend on observations of
hydrogeologic data at the site. These data must be collected with the
appropriate drill and test program, based on a valid conceptual model for the
site. Artificial tracers are useful in some cases (e.g., determining the
effective porosity and thickness), but the time and distance scales are too
great for direct characterization of the GWTT by such methods. Naturally
occurring isotopes and those produced from atmospheric weapons testing and
nuclear reactors can beW for groundwater dating to support estimates of
travel time distributions for real sites. Such techniques should be used
whenever possible. Investigations must usually resort to mathematical models
of the repository for predictions of performance.

Once conceptual models and drill and test plan programs have produced the
appropriate data, values of travel time from the disturbed zone to the
accessible environment are usually obtained from mathematical models consisting
of the equations governing the hydraulic potential, flow of groundwater, and
transport of a tracer. There are many models for groundwater flow in various
media which are based on the equations at steady state or transient conditions
in one, two or three dimensions.

Deterministic models consist of equations whose solution is based on the
assumption that hydrogeologic properties, initial conditions and system
geometries are known. Uncertainty variability of the data are sometimes
taken into account by obtaining manyVso u 6ns, each one based on a different

-statistical realization of the hydrbfogic properties. Such techniques are
generally known as "Monte Carlo" simulations. The results obtained by applying
many random realizations (but chosen from a data base collected in a
well-conceived and carefully executed experimental program) of the parameter
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sets to the mathematical model can then be tatistically analysed in order to
estimate the travel time distribution (Smith ainr'cShwartz, 1980, Smith and
Schwartz, 1981, Clifton, 1984). Alternatively, the model may be used with
conservative values of the input parameters in order to obtain conservative
estimates of the GWTT. p9 v

2 -4.t hAt.JG&4"4 Z
-Stochast4t modelsdeal with the variability and uncertainty of the/data in a
more direct way. The coefficients anq.variables of the equationsgare treated
as random processes rather than deterministic quantities. The PDE's are solved
indirectly in terms of the moments of the dependent variables (e.g., mean and
variance). This technique has the advantage of requiring only one solution
rather than the numerous Monte-Carlo solutions required for the deterministic
approach. Stochastic approaches to modeling are at a much less developed state
than Monte Carlo techniques, although it is an area of rapid development. The
stochastic approaches have been used to estimate means and variances of fields
such as head (Mizell et.al.,1982) and concentration (Gelhar and Axness, 1983).
They Lhaveapparent-M not yet been used to calculate directly such spatially
integrated properties as GWTT.

A.3 Site Characterization from Field Data

Four levels of parameter quantification for site characterization can-be--stated
(ONWI, 1983):

• Bounding value estimates - the range of possible values of the parameter.
X~ tThistis usually an extreme values of a range of parameters which does not

[take into account the correlation of the parameter with other parameters.

• Best estimate values - a single value of the parameter which is
based on field measurements, laws of physics, expert opinion, or
combinations of the above.

• Interval estimates - a bounding estimate whichhas been tempered by
field data, laws of physics, expert opinion orncombination of
the above. Correlations of the parameter may be taken into account,
e.g., relationships between porosity and hydraulic
conductivity.

0 Probability density functions (POF's). A function in which the
probability that the parameter exceeds a certain value is known.
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The PDF is of course the most informative quantification of the parameter, but
requires the most knowledge of the site. In those cases where the data are too
sparse for direct inference, rough estimates of the variability of parameters
In the field may be inferred during early phases of the site characterization
from expert opinion and observations of the distributions of the parameter in
similar rock masses. For example, parameters such as hydraulic conductivity
are often observed to follow a log-normal distribution, and conform to certain
-models of the spatial covarience function (Neuman, 1982). Expert opinion is
not a substitute for field data, however.

Both data gathering and modeling depend on the establishment of a good
conceptual model for the site. The conventional quantification of aquifer
hydrogeologic parameters (i.e., transmissivity,. storativity, hydraulic
conductivity, effective thickness, ,eWtc.) is based on a framework of established
assumptions. Significant departures from the conceptual model will yield
nonrepresentative values of the quantities sought.

Errors may be introduced because the collected data are misinterpreted. For
example, water levels determined by a steel tape may be interpreted incorrectly
because of temperature or salinity differences in the wells (ONWI, 1983).
Another example might be the misinterpretation of transmissivities, Wdraulic
conductivities) from a drawdown test caused by phenomena such as leakage from
another aquifer or a boundary of low permeability (e.g., fault or dike) within
the cone of depression. In these cases, the principal cause of error is once
again the inadequacy of the conceptual model.

The scale mo which the data are collected is an important factor. For
example, for d6et 'ir cropertte deteIrmesd from point tests (e.g., slug test)
mighth fnlyd m inferred dterizing the medium a few meters from the'
borehoTme The continuity of the medium between boreholes could be determined
in some cases by spatial co~rrLation1,such as variogram naysbuitmye
difficult or impossible top sueih ahe hydraulic dcoc n-s between the
boreholes which determined the paths of groundwater flow without ev'o s-hoe -U4-4 Wl"u
tests on a scale similar to the dimensions of tint and c
tests, conservative assumpti p.sabout the connect or o eR s must be
used. The fallibility of 8i lto4etests must be recognized, however. The
gradient in the medium may be highly distorted by pumping in order to complete
the measurements in a reasonable length of time. Furthermore, -ino-t9 tests
do not appear to be a a viable procedure in situations such as unsaturated
fondcvwt, 4o~4nAlysefs ustht knebef i'ze ) based on point m rementsk o astab. s

Overall discussions of parameter estimation should include the reasonableness,
within the known hydrogeologic regime, of all key assumptions. The likely
effects of erroneous assumptions on parameter estimation and GWTT calculations
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should be stated. The staff recognizes the importance of expert opinion in

providing defensible interpretations of all types of aquifer field testing.

A.3.1 Treatment of Uncertainties in Site Characterization

4kre.e-4,ejany possible sources of uncertainty intetof-f4e
characterization of the site for determining GWVT iong t i most likely
sources are:

• M~easurement Errors in Data. These errors may be procedural (e.g. human)
errors or systematic errors caused by faulty or improperly calibrated
instruments. The staff recommends that these types of errors be minimized
and quantified by standard techniques such as calibration, redundancy, and
by using several independent ways of obtaining the same data (e.g., using..:'
bo*--nprn-rb- n-esoee--r moi sture content).

• Validity of Analytical Assumptions (Conceptual Model) for Site Simulation.
The simulation of flow and transport may not be representative of the
physical system because of a poor understanding of the basic physical
phenomena or oversimplification because of computational expediency. For
example, the equivalent porous media (EPM) approach is often used to
represent a fractured medium as a porous medium. The EPM approximation
may be useful only for large scale transport, and not valid at scales in
which the effects of individual fractures are important (Long et.al..,
1982). Some investigators question the validity of the EPM approximation
for properly modeling transport along the direction of fracture
orientation regardless of scale (Endo,et.al., 1984). The validity of the
conceptual model for simulating the site is closely coupled to the
conceptual model used to interpret site data.

The staff recommends that alternative conceptual models be proposed and
tested in order to determine the sensitivity of the results to the choice
of the conceptual models which can reasonably be constructed from the
available data.

o Interpretation of Sparse Data. The temporal and spatial distribution of
hydrogeologft field data are always less dense than desired. In the case
of point measurements, conditions between points must be inferred, either
by fitting a surface through the data points, or.tusing a physically
realistic interpolation model. Sophisticated interpolation methods such as
Krigidg (e.g., Matheron, 1971) yield an estimate of the variance as well
as the mean of spatially varying data. Mathematical models may be
adjusted manually in order to produce a best fit to the available data
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(e.g., Fogg, 1978, Mercer and Faust, 1980). In some cases, the fitted
parameter may be determined automatically without the need for manual
adjustment. Statistical inverse methods are available fq!tfittipg the
hydraulic conductivity to head data in saturated media; A Faals&dcalculat~t
the variance of the hydraulic conductivity (e.g., Neuman and Yakowitz,
1979, Hoeksema and Kitanidis, 1984).

Computational Errors. Since computer codes must be used extensively,
errors may be introduced because of mathematicAapproi^matio i (e.g.,
element size, step size) and intrinsic errors such as';rn-6ff and
truncation. Computer codes should be verified with analytical solutions,
validated with real field data, and compared or benchmarked with other
similar computer codes (Silling, 1983). The sensitivity of the results to
node size, time steps, grid orientation, or other parameters and
assumptions should be tested by computational experiments.

A.3.2 Determination of the Input to the Model.

Once the conceptual model has been coded into a computer program, the
computations must be performed with parameters inferred from the available data
in order to generate the GWTT distribution. The types and quality of data
available will determine how the computations are to be performed. For
example, if only a few data points are available for a particular parameter, a
conservative estimate of that parameter may have to be made and carried through
the calculations. With more data, a mean and variance of the parameters can be
calculated and used with a simple sampling approach (ONWI, 1983). If the site
is corectlys 7caracterizedawith sufficient data, spatially varying properties
of the parameters can be generated,tpermitting conditional simulations or
stochastic models to be applied.

The GWTT computed using this general guidance will be sensitive to the degree
of characterization of the site. That is, investigators of
poorly-characterized sites will be forced to use conservative or at least
overly-wide estimates to represent the distribution of the input parameters.
Sites that have been tested with valid drill and test programs based on
defensible conceptual models will facilitate the development of a more
defensible GWTT distribution function. The GWTT distribution with smaller
variance is prefer-able for the reasons stated in Section 2.4 of the Position.

A.4 Estimating GWTT from Deterministic Models with Randomly-Generated Input

The GWTT distribution can be calculated from multiple runs of deterministic
models, with each run made for a realization of the data which can be inferred
for the site. In-t4he-steady-state saturated flow example, each realization of
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the data requires the solution of the hydraulic head and velocity field. This s
Ujisrprerra-Myr accomplished by solving the partial differential equations (PDE's)
using techniques such as finite differences or finite elements. Once the
velocity field is known, travel time distributions can be calculated by
simulating the release of tracer particles from single or multiple locations
along the Disturbed Zone V counAheir arrival times as they reach the
accessible environment.

A.4.1 Treatment of Spatial Variability

A large part of the variability of GWTT is caused by spatial r of
the parameters which determine groundwater movement, particularly hydraulic
conductivity and effective porosity. The motion of hypothetical tracer
particles leaving the distujbed zone will be determined by the gradient,z7L
hydraulic conductivity and effective porosity encountered along the path. This
variability alone will cause the paths of the particle leaving different parts
of the disturbed zone to diverge. Added-to-this-phenomenor-4-srhe
incompleteness of the data which determine flow paths within the hydrbfogicj)
regime andtuincertainty due to measurement errors in field datao-4 ' zA^ v t 1v1A^ddS

At least one method, conditional (or unconditional) simulation, has been
applied to account for the spatial distribution and uncertainty of field data
in the determination of GWTT. This method has been applied to 2-dimensional
steady state, saturated flow models for equivalent porous media (e.g.,
Delhomme, 1979, Clifton and Neuman, 1982), butircould be adapted to three
dimensions (Mantoglou and Gelhar, 1985). The procedure is outlined below for
the 2-dimensional, steady state case (Clifton, 1984):

a. Determine Spatial Variability and Uncertainty of Data

Field data for hydraulic conductivity and porosity are collected, and
evaluated by methods of statistical inference in order to determine their
spatial covariance and drift, which are measures of the variability of the
property in space, and the "nugget effect," which is an indication of the
measurement error or uncertainty. Expert judgement based on prior
knowledge of the properties of rocks in similar formations may be useful
in estimating the proper covariance models to apply to these data in this
step (Mantogtou and Gelhar, 1985).

b. Generate Realizations of Data

Random fields of the model parameters are re-generated from the spatial
covariances, drift, and uncertainties determined in Step a, so that the
spatial covariances and auto-covariances of the new field or "realization"
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are identical to those determined for the original data. It is usually
necessary to treat the random variable and boundary conditions as
flergodic", for which the principles of first and second order stationarity
apply. Cross correlation of the data, e.g., correlation between effective
porosity and hydraulic conductivity, may be taken into account in this
step. Two widely-used procedures for generating these random fields are
the "nearest neighbor" method (Smith and Freeze, 1979) and the "turning
band" method (Mantoglou and Gelhar, 1985). The random fields can be
forced to comply with the original data by a process known as
"conditioning;" otherwise, the parameter fields are "unconditional".
Conditional simulations reduce the variance considerably, but are
generally worthwhile only if there are sufficient high-quality data
(Clifton, 1984).

c. Run Deterministic Model for Heads

The random fields are used with a finite difference or finite element
model to generate a steady state head and groundwater flow field under the
influence of either fixed or random boundary conditions.

d. Calculate Travel Times of Particles

The trajectory of tracer particles is tracked from one or multiple
locations on the disturbed zone along the postulated paths, to the plane
representing the accessible environment. The travel time of the particles
from their starting position to the accessible environment is recorded.

e. Generate Multiple Realizations

Steps b through d are repeated numerous times in order to generate a large
number of travel times for multiple tracer particles so that their
cumulative distribution can be drawn. The probability of each realization
is taken to be equal to any other realization for the purpose of
constructing the CDF. If more than one particle is released per
realization, each particle is given equal weight.

A.5 Simplified Analysis

The user is not required to generate a detailed dF of the GWTT distribution.
A simplified approach woula L s e acceptable, provided that the 1000 year GWTT
objective could beithe` Mfxede results could be demonstrated to be
conservative. Alternatively, it has been shown that in the (conditional or
unconditional) simulations outlined in Section Ap4.1, high spatial covariance
of hydraulic conductivity correlates with wider travel time distributions
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(Clifton, 1984). If the medium is assumed to be spatially uniform (i.e.,K infinite spatial covariance), then it must be assumed that ala arations of
the parameters are caused by measurement error. The GWTT?¶iiHsrbutr Mon s
widest under these circumstances, which gives a conservative indication of the
small-percentile criterion for GWTT as discussed in Section 2.4 of the Position
(but not necessarily the median of the distribution).

rI.
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Appendix B - Choosing paths of radionuclide travel

B.0 Introduction

The paths which radionuclides will follow from the disturbed zone to the
accessible environment are to be described in a macroscopic sense. In
crystalline rocks, paths may consist of fractured, weathered or brecciated
zones. In porous media, paths will generally consist of layers of.permeable
rocks. Paths may also consist of fractured zones in consolidated
non-crystalline rocks.

There-may-be several alternative conceptual models for the repositoryi each of
which might determine a differen athaxf.crtrasdionuclide transport. -The
analysis of GWTT(hheefore)-N6euld consider all paths for radion6fii~de transport
defined by altern conceptual models, unless they can clearly be
demonstrated to be unlikely. Collection of data at the site must be directed
tWi'dentifying these paths, establishing the validity of the conceptual models.
for interpreting and simulating the hydrogeology, and making a reasoned
determination that potentially faster paths have not been overlooked.

Examples for several generic types of repository media are given in the
sections below.

B.1 Repositories in saturated media

High Level Waste underground facilities located in saturated media will usually
be emplaced in a rock.unituof low permeability 'More permeable units may
underlie.,nd ovef e4the- repository. 5 'ver~as-6hown -4n Fig. 8.1 -&Iong-w44h .4-
several possiblefpathways (note, however that it is not likely that both
vertically upward and downward flows could occur at the same time). Some of
thesheeh-yrost-ratigraphic units may intersect the disturbed zone. While 4here
.nay-be little movement of groundwaterni tG"}he host rock, there-may-be factorsh.. 4p-&;
which could cause the movement of radionuclides from the disturbed zone to
these more permeable hydrostra Igraphic units. Transport between
hydrostratigraphic units couldl % Y'ac ture or port o w under the driving
force of natural hydraulic gradients.'L 1he fastest paerefor
follow the hydrostratigraphic units which have the highest groundwater
velocities. -

The choice of the path need not be mechanistic; e.g., It is not necessary to
propose or calculate the mechanisms by which transport from the
hydrostratigraphic units intersected by the disturbed zone to the faster
hydrostratigraphic units can occur (unless credit will be taken for the travel
time from the disturbed zone to the hydrostratigraphic units). It may be
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necessary, however, to determine whether such paths are "likely", or can be
excluded from consideration. For example, an analysis could determine that the
driving force would be inadequate to allow transport to other
hydrostratigraphic units above a certain elevation, even if the necessary
interconnections exist.#p. Therefore, these hydrostratigraphic units will not
be on "likely" path and could be ignored. Even for "likely" paths, such
analyses might quantification of travel timesa o the portion of the
path between the disturbed zone and the assumre n drostratigraphic unit.

B.2 Unsaturated media

Definition of paths for reposit ry ites.in unsaturated media will differ from
those in saturated media iR rec t4 s likely Do be vert Jally
downward until the water table i r ached. Ii-ome-c-a-ses-, the path Ay be
defined in terms of the 44ec-t-i0in&-othe gradient unless there-are-ba#w4ef- s
f4ow-sucA-es-contrasts in hydraulic conductivit leadhng to perched water .
tables. The possibility of perched water under reasonably conceivable
conditions (e.g., a 4iXes of ive'-y>'ear w1?i'6h are not a major climatic change,
but could occur under present climatic conditions) should be explored, even if
such conditions currently do not exist at the site. Pathsfshould a1so consider
the possible connections of perched water to fractures or other structural
features of the site which would allow short-circuiting of the unsaturated
material in which the repository would be placed. Phenomena peculiar to
unsaturated flow such as "fingering" should also be considered. Examples of
such paths are illustrated in Fig. 8.2.
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,,#kW/Contractor: WO, A Date:

Site: NNWSI e DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON F

NRC Comment No: 6 -ICE; DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 6 -&07

7- A- W.,i!

tICHTON DOME

Comment Topic:

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed-lCircle)
yfW5~kn~ays~ Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
Ha appropriate sections of the FEA
4 Other (explain) AAw) t-i t Zfs-

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
z Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Site: NNWSr BWIP DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: -3 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 72f4*ct k26i

How Was Comment Address ircle)
New Information na Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

> Other (explain) ,< s^, of Irud s gg> A/aJhr

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
XA~L Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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,)~fContractor: @ + - Date: 6 -i S - "
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NRC Comment No: 6 -7-f DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 16-4- 10,3 tA 4

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SC

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

D DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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NRC Comment No: /Z DOE Comment No: I

Location of Comment Address: (0-to6zJ2L
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Comment Topic: )09e4ox&6ce

/-ek"
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Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

_ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) dj vsrgejt

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution

= Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, Inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
- Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
= Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: 1n 41.
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Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC reviewof new inforation/analysis

MnnOther (explain) is Ind ae Addressed:

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
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of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem a
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

nd basis

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Site: NNWSI DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: b DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: o

Location of Comment Address: 105

How Was Comment AddrgssedkR4ircle)
New Information eiAnalY5JA Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or Inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA .1

Other (explain) _0t_ aJ j ¢ / Art y -k'/Mt!v Gu h

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/Inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
> Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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,-3l DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 4 7 {l t 23

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: "010 did%'&!

; Deferred to SCP 1&j

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

- DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/anal sis

.EOther (explain) v I&!/. P ,ecsr

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back If needed)
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69f4 A%1Location of Comment Address: ,.-i7 - 171

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP t

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

4 Defer to SCP
- Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not sianificant to siting or characterization
= Other (explain)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)IW/Contractor: Date: 6 -30 - OA

Site: NNWSI D DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: 6-S-l DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: C-}fi2 - /,

Jow-Ws--kreomm± Addressed? (Circle)
(r< ew~o~t jO~9 New Analysis Revised Conclus

RICHTON DOME

Comment Topic: ;.LySe
c61 ' 4 4 -1ti w ~ -.

Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
K DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
-Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

. Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution

- Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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33'PeContractor: . a }k A Date: 6-U -06

Site: NNWSI j) DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6 -6ta DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: f
Location of Comment Address: - -n

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

_ Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution a
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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$X/Contractor: W 4 A Date: tln=& - 6

Site: NNWSI & DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Top Ic: KmtZ q4d-

7 e'ftj 'e>lLocation of Comment Address: (o- 241 ? -p6 2f, M "e.

How -Was-Comept Addressed? (Circle)
< -hr tionjt1 ew Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

X DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or Inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

6JIc/Contractor: S4A Date: - 30-6L

Site: NNWSI ( DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 5.-7I1 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: e V~~1~

Location of Comment Address: .6- .31

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP $i

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

=-Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

$ Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and I
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

basis

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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.-RGfContractor: 6 4t Date: 6-M-WA
Site: NNWSI 9 DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6-M DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: X-Z3223

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP(. 2

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

- DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

s Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for-disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sigr ificunt to sitijgorcharjcteriz tipn

I Other (explain) a2 Alto11 +nCZfL

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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NRC Comment No: A -1 DOE Comment No.

Location of Comment Address: G - 31

How Was Comment A rcle)
New Informatio Revised Conclusions

TON DOME

Comment Topic:

Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

- DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_ `Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disaarement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) -a ,I Aot>!a~ l??e d§i M2Me X-

Status of Unresolved Comments:

Defer to SCP
Precipitates FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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NRC Comment No: 6-02- DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: %St fi'h kexh
Location of Comment Address: 6-3Q7- 3ra /

How Was Comment Ad rsES?.iC rcle)
New Information Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA I

Other (explain) Mfpu_ oiIs 4X da ta/,'e/, ,ea

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
; Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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-NRjContractor: S Date: C

Site: NNWSI ( DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: t -103 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: $t-372

How Was Comment A DrR S?>4,tcle)
New Informatio Analys s evised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

~Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution

- Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

-Other (explain) gfMA_& A Iz'iza At5S. % t / k - a ife

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
= Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not scnifFicant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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eRR5/Contractor: 2 + ffiDate- 6 -M- -

Site: NNWSI D& DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6 -f DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: 7~- a 6e'*'

Location of Comment Address:e->

How Was Comment Addreixed2_4ircie)
New Information Analys Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP( Oter

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
D DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
~lOther (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sagn1ficant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Site: NNWSI2s DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: ; DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: t -3(a. -3i3

How Was Comment A1rcle)
New Information Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
D DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

~Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

2 -Other (explain) Ite_&4 pe&v1z 7fl d

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
I Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
= Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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New Information I 'iaj's Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: o -, S 0 wilemp
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Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

- DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

; DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, lnadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

) /Contractor: S Date: 6 -3

Site: NNWSI e DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: mljwmfe

Location of Comment Address: o9 - 43 Lrh

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

-Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment Is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis

- Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sect on of the FEA

$Other (explain) AA

Status of Unresolved Comments: Iher adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,row/Contractor: .L!4 A Date: &-3:0-b

Site: NNWSI e DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6,-IS DOE Comment No: Comment 1

Location of Comment Address: L- qX ---- 3

PI

ropic: PocA9 adtle

ea6624-4i

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner In Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

T Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,Re /Contractor: WLA~ Date: - 4 j?6

Site: NNWSI (fj) DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 6-f61 -
.9- Z7-

Comment Topic: &e4W.9 -
ale&h44W

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

# DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
7'- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

~Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

.I)IR/Contractor: B O Date

Site: NNWSI " DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: by -(& DOE Comment No:

RICHTON DOME

Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: as- c 1 _ g -- t1
J- 101 ros-5

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_aOther (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

X Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis

- Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

.,t Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

'A 4iontractor: Date: 6 -__ _- _4

Site: NNWSI ! DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 -f DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: kstable

Location of Comment Address: 3 -6

Jsow-Was--Gnmet~Addressed? (Circle)
New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

4 DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack

- Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem ai
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

nd basis

resolution *
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) __

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,)WContractor: flI Date: /-2•7-- Y

Site: NNWSI DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 2-I DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: 61Zc &ffi or

Location of Comment Address: c

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCPOtE

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

x Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

,>2. Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

..ne1~`ntractor: Lti Date: -a7-6&-

Site: NNWSr ( DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: ICIto&I

Location of Comment Address:

Hw-Was-C~mnon Addressed? (Circle)
4eiw Info'm~athion New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeauate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

f Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

_ F~ontractor: _4d A Date: -z -A6-RA
Site: NNWSI e( DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3.-7 Q) DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: fl6 Oejj

Location of Comment Address: ?- -7

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP p

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
* DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

-~~ Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

).NWContractor: tt6e4 " Date: a -7,7-

Site: NNWSI e DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3J-Z DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: S E

Location of Comment Address: 3- (17

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SC e

Manner in Which Comment Is Adequately Addressed:

_ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

_ Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

= Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)Rl Contractor: 4 Date: 6 -Z7-06,

Site: NNWSI < DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: L- 2.. WDOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address:

Jiow-WaskCosinnt Addressed? (Circle)
New In New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) .

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, Inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

, Defer to SCP
- Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

'ARContractor: M1M A Date: & -2- 7 -.Z ...

Site: NNWSI (Alp) DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 2 F-25 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: g f

Location of Comment Address: 3

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to S

Manner In Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

,; DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement.with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeauate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)RC1Contractor: a)+ A Date: 6-27-7- '06

Site: NNWSI DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: 3-2-4DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 53-zt

RICHTON DOME

Comment Topic: 4 av4 '

1A*rjd

Now was Comment
4,- ffewin Roma�

Addressed? (Circle)
New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

JX DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new informatton/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suocested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, tack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

PeContractor: M f A Date: 6 -Z7-13A

Site: NNWSI e DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment'No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: 4 > > g&*eo S .

Location of Comment Address: _3-I 1 I

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP v

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

X Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

0IRgontractor: JJ44 Date: 6-Z7 - 6

Site: NNWSI A DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: &Dm sac ef
Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP(e

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

4 DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)#e1~ontractor: . 0i .4.*A**** Date: 6 - Z-70 6

Site: NNWSI (j) DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6 - ( DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: p - - }

Comment Topic:
-h7Uk?-I 41,¶Ae.

How Was Comment Addre~sed2 ircle)
New Information iEw-rna1yjsi Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

- DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_= Other (explain) ad v 6 l/,7tt k Ijr2 - ,f4reed

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:
F

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/Inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)LRC ontractor: I I * Date: -

Site: NNWSI 9 D EAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: G J1DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: Q4&A XC I

Location of Comment Address: 67177-.. <- z 807-3l3 -oxev A ws /

How Was Comment Circle)
New Informatio Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

~T Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
t Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

+ c iove~t A u/X /1' 2 MAe

vy Tca of v



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

3W~ontractor: Date: G-g77--96

Site: NNWSI D9 EAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4-1,5 DOE Comment No: Comment 1

Location of Comment Address: 6 -,9 I - jg_6-

ropic: iQ, a/e _

strale- f/t7uj

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Circle)
New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

Mn n r ther (explain) is Inad e ua9t l r Addre s

Manner In Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

basis

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

- Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

iRC/Contractor: W A Date: b-Z7-&

Site: NNWSI 6 DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topiic:

Location of Comment Address: 6 -93

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP <

Manner in Which Comment Is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
'Comment resolved pepding NRC review f new informatlon/analysis

; Other (explain) J
Mh i

Manner fin Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)gWContractor: W M
Site: NNWSI 6 iI)DEAF SMITH DAV]

Date: £

IS CANYON

NRC Comment No: 6-(S DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: (. -"

RICHTON DOME

Comment Topic: Anodle
GefdA4-,17

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Cir
New Analysis Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

X DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

~Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
_aOther (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

- Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

- resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)
Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

= Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: Ruse back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: ar 4 e-C Date: to-.a i -* XS

Site: BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6-j-1 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: s 5 It+

Location of Comment Address: *C ?- R e -'-cz

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

7 DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: P Date: U - a-7 - T

Site: v BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6_-___ DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: ! . C S-- I O p 6

How Was Comment A d? rcle)
New Information Anal sis Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: lb, 1 4 " Cibd4aL

R V-V .9tr9dt-% -

; Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

JI Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of 'agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: ')r X hSo CA Date: L 27-SLC,

Site: C:WSDBWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: p-q5 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: ls~utll ,' C4 ;_

Location of Comment Address: _C , S-0 ee L-t 3 Z ' IDvSX & - PevI444.s>

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle
New Information New Analysis Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

v Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

= Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: Date: G - al =Igo

Site: i BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4-% DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: C onea At"
7.1\tfC tOY- >4-2r'4 -Location of Comment Address: ? R- -'

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Cir
New Analysis eferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

_____Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

/ Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeQuate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: + &ssoc Date: I;1L...

Site: I:jSp BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: q - j7 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: n C-M\tA57

H~ sC' Ad ed? ircle)
w n ma ew na Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: v 4s s sot Date: G -I a 't 6

Site: N9S BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6-4t DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:
t)c%5 J(\ A& 6- 4 k

Location of Comment Address: ji� to - NT -'? 0,' 6- Isc-

How Was Comment Arddressed"7rircle)
New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: b ; Date:

Site: S BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: $ 39 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: -7-'-r ,w cCt\c4s 's

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
RevrifF rmatioN Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_____Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: &>\\vs_ Date: (a- an-e

Site: ___ BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: to-S( DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: cAn".

Location of Comment Address: p CCL, 6 ' \ s 3 t 6- It (TcwGck tc CL

How Was Comment Addressed?_(Circle)
New Information cI~e A ysi evised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed: N-

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of recognition of NRC comment
of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: Vj, X \ \ d Pe$SC1 Date:

Site: (IN )BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: j,3-4j DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: -1

Location of Comment Address: o A. S4 P L 4 I I _3

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circ' - _--
New Information New Analysis tRevised Conclusio J Deferred to SCP

-,%ioncs.UWc-.Lwd -imna2%
No.\TJ0

Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: \\ 4 '$%or Date: 6 - -b G

Site: W BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: Fcio,'Glc &nc,44i

Location of Comment Address: P t. -1 at p A 6-Q S c - IZ tJo JTCL)

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

V Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: AJ.\\& tn s oc... Date: G-a- I

Site: N BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: L-30 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:
t0c .

Location of Comment Address: C v 5 L1 3 1 ' I

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Circle) De d C
New Analysis es Conicu&siono Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

M DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: Date: G-; (-E

Site: BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: L - SI DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: Z.'Ona A-t;'
is, C; V% )Location of Comment Address: -X-vr a v _ ISO

I? j , _- r. -I e

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circ )-
New Information evised Concl Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

7 DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: Jv\\, t4LS k rts Date: G -a(-R(

Site: 9 BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: /,-31 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: EsirLd 4'- 4vxS

Location of Comment Address: -

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

I DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_____Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack ofadequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: ju Ii \ ns5c5.c, Date: (,-a(, - (.
Site: ( EI:JN BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: t -33 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

( 4f t ILocation of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SC Other _

Manne in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

20DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of recognition of NRC comment
of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
of'agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: WA\t,,5 Date: G -i ao B

Site: ( W> BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 16-3 9 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: V orn \2e c-av%

Location of Comment Address: No G

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Mannzr in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

A DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: 1 A\\\.- Date: -

Site:rs BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: (,-3?S DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: e -

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: h

Site: BWIP

A- A--,ss C Date:

DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: &p-3(' DOE Comment No: Comment

Location of Comment Address: R # C b- qI 3 C - 13

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferl

Topic: V=' /Or-, Ie <: A C4 AG-~

tv O.S" (%'V)

red to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

_____Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

J Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/i d quately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

= Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: WA\ vr.i X Pjsg0t_ Date:

Site: 4 IW BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4-&31 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: V j., O rt ir s
Location of Comment Address: $ c. S-13 e . 3 1% NC. )

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: W A5ssrt Date: _ of

Site: W BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: & DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: _e________fkA~ie5a

Location of Comment Address: A2 1, -P C e

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

I DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

i AndA



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: \ Date: G 'i -E

Site: " BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: -3q DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: Adijerse_

Location of Comment Address: 0, .- 0 'VA t, \

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

V DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: t.\\ 5 F 4-ASs(

Site: 09i) BWIP

Date: ( -, a - E b

4NYON RICHTON DOMEDEAF SMITH DAVIS CA

NRC Comment No: I -LIb DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: pj-e~-~Ilq %"V4e Y5 C
,+Ja.

JLocation of Comment Address: C1'e. G -% .

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

W/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_____Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of recognition of NRC comment
of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
ofadequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
of'agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: . W, I k + ft X o Date: A

Site: 4WiW BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: qj~ DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: P6"4\,N

Location of Comment Address: t,-/'IZ Py 2 tC ?dAtvA

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP e

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

_____Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

± Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of-agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: \ Date: _

Site: BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: -4Z DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: e - vAk \\j /id Vc'o'

Location of Comment Address: e. 5-I tS 2r a>

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP ther

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

L DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

I

,PR/Contractor: :. ./4JI//zrM1S Date: =

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH r AVIS RICE

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No.

-

Location of Comment Address: ?, & -/el{
IAo'wn &be

ifON DOME P>.& %6Wed /h r

Comment Topic: 'on Al CA-

NAC 5do .Sct eJ/&mz
Deferred to SCP Other u #aR' &

I -,..,~1..4J-4

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusion!

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

MFC' SnvaafA 1
4wt nt-n-lA hnkic s..snna taM

wV& Uyl-eecu rliefigluUNuCHIS uc[boz, CInn ZumqyeaLu FCZIJUlUIVu
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of
Lack of
Lack of

_)c Lack of
' Lack of
= Lack of

recognition of NRC comment 0
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disacrement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
- appropriate sections of the FEA
Other (explain)

C+5+If'- ^. Of l-nnc^ GoF nmm .m..u F.U

-L

{> %i VIlr-CQWIVt_%j %O IIN|tICII" . _fr a - - .n w~i v - - CJe

Defer to SCP ' s"fl saA , "a j - kie e 'In Ag o At tL
Precipitates FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back If needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)/?Contractor: D4d~t'* Date: 6__________

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH RICHTON DOME S'o! PAC

NRC Comment No: 6-1o DOE Comment No. Comment Topic: 'Aw im

Location of Comment Address: ___-/,O ____n___

How Was Comment Circle)
New Information Dew Ana s eferred to SCP Other

776/ /Vt cach-e- -ShZY D-^ Cde -- I f8ay Z CA
Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed: Move o42 '

0) awi d e + H0,6/
.v/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, andty: s -y - 'l.1f---

DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagrement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
- appropriate sections of the FEA
Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments:

Defer to SCP
Precipitates FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

A</Contractor: -- *A Date: G-M-F
Site: NNWSI oe DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comnent No: Z-I[ DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: -'? 1

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP 6 )

Manner in Which Comnent is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

4 L t ack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadecuate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

* Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

- Unresolved but not significant to siting or shqrActerization
7Q Other (explain) diy n&,- bo#eV 4A xe l ezal

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)R Contractor: R 94 J 9LA.. Date: o jqH

Site: NNWSI (WI) DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 2 - ?_ DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: -2*, - ?2

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: "4ULZA ea

; Deferred to SC

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

L DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

~Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed: -

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeauate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) -

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

RCilContractor: A, wllial5 Date:

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH O

NRC Comment No: #-25 DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 4 /// ;

6(I/I2

RICHTON DOME

_ Comment Topic: & cc*
d6a4ep /V O&a 90"d

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Circle)
New Analysis (~evised Conclusions'jDeferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

JI DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_____Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
a Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

_____Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

A'C . d;^o
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

J C1ontractor: Date: 6_ /I_ _ _ _ __

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: _______DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: lr-�

f.Location of Comment Address: p, f -// !-,'WzA AW

How Was Comment Add iesse4?4Qirc je)- ...
New Information e Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

-4CComment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

/ Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not slanificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

rt ' re Hash - - Ad ~ -4+4 49^ & vUC ?/voX </W ~



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

f/Contractor: 7t'&)/a'#zzi Date: C

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH 4 RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: -5 /5S DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

,t DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

gDOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution -

Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,
or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

_____Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

1/ae a o



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

pe/Contractor: I, WI1g-/ - Date: 'v'2 /9#

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITHc NON)RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: . 6 - - <;-55~
Ie/do

eylA~d1w6:11o

How Was Comment Add Circlev "'> >'' >
New Information es o Deferred to SCP Other

1>SeJ suf 4vyax~cass,-ytji7ei- posse ,w

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

- Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

1xesolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

7g or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,Pr/Contractor: $.f. con,,1'k' Date: G24'

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH QDAV _CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: -4*~* DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: A. ŽhA-)

Location of Comment Address: 6-97

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution+ Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP 'e~W-
Precipitate FEA Comment 42P/ A W

Y Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

-a dHe o-iM-d~2A~ , , (e4..rAS
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)Rc Contractor: e JJ/t'Qit5 Date: 6 /4

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: _-____ DOE Comment No. Comment Topic: t do DOO

Location of Comment Address: 6 4eaw v. w
7'. v -,O^/Bo c 6

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information w y evised Conclusions) Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed: 4 .;V 6e vp'/

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution 61f dh-'e ,
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) _

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disaarement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments:

Defer to SCP
Precipitates FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

.. /Contractor: Date: 4A_ _ __ _

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH4 i kON RICHTON DOME

_ Comment Topic:NRC Comment No: _6_ DOE Comment No.

ffl.erldeI
we, 12�11�

AV-
OV!Wr- -- -14eV7 10,11 '-Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed?
New Information New Analys

(Circle)
:is Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP ,Ote

Adequately Addressed: 54 -go rManner in Which Comment is

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

."

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disacrement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
- appropriate sections of the FEA
Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments:

4 Defer to SCP
Precipitates FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

X g/Contractor: -. 6J///eGat> Date: _4_______

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH S ANON ICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No. Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagrement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments:

Defer to SCP
Precipitates FEA Comment

/ Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

A- ~ ~ ~ '7



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

jW/ -Pcrn-t5 r XaS#t Date: 4 _____

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH :RICHTON DOME
NRC Comment No: 6- DOE Comment No. Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: _

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disaorement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: v # Co A 1

Defer to SCP I v ys 14 iZr~o
W Precipitates FEA Comment t W

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

~~ ,, ~~ q~e~~{o Ce.
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

VW/Contractor: D Date: __________

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVISCANYO RICHTON DOME
--oPP's- 171-
-T, �� 4-0NRC Comment No: 6- R DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: _ __-_ _ _ _

pZ-r veiny4 eod ict)

Comment Topic:

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Circle) -
New Analysis u Deferred to SCP Other

Comment is Adequately Addressed: -t , 4-t .Manner in Which

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
= DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC revew of new information/analysis

_____Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

+W .~tR

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

/ Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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7.

Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)NQ/Contractor: *0b A
Site: NNWSI - DEAF SMITH DAY

Date: 6 - 2-4 -,P

IS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: t DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 6 -s 4 4cA-e

How Was Comment AdWressedctjtrcle)
New Informatlo eAnalysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

.>L DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
;E Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,? /Contractor: b49& p Date: es-Z6 -A6

Site: NNWSI 6 DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: F DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: A- L=-a6

How Was Comment Add (Circle)
New Information Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

_.s Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
7-~~ Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis

Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Z.. Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)1RC7ontractor: S ( 4

Site: NNWSI e DEAF SMITH DAVI

Date: G ^ Z4 -E6

IS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 4G _ 6

How Was Comment A iesedI=4Qrcle)
New Information Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,
or inconsistent implementation of resd ,tion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) Ai9A'# ¶e? t40 67'/c4z

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
- Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)IR~gontractor: Date: 6 -6?

Site: NNWSI 4& DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: /- ! DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: c

Location of Comment Address: r- 1 S

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Circle)
New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

_;y, Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,wOcontractor: aJIA Date: 6-2Z -fi

Site: NNWSI e DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: Z-45 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 2-.3 1 - 132

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP (<tter)

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

X- Lack
Lack

- Lack
- Lack
____ Lack
_Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,,UK/-Contractor: &MA Date: -

Site: NNWSI <09 DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: Jtff DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 2 .

Comment Topic: ,

47r6

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment Is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

$ Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/Inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

A.C7 Contractor: ad k A Date: G -26 -03A
Site: NNWS e DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 2- 6 .)

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

'Comment resolved pending NRC re-4ew of new information/analysis
=a Other (explain) W h etdeqatl A

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

yn Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
' Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



4 I t

Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,pOciContractor: . 14 Date: ; -,>fi -#>g

Site: NNWSr BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: _i -16- A

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP( Othe

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review 9f pew informption/ nalysis

r Other (explain) .2g e /"7 "
Manner Wh//

Manner in Which Commenti ist ndequat"e ddese y

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

t Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,C/'Contractor: - aE Date: 6-24-f>06

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMI DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: J(-k& DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Ad le)
New Information evised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

2 DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner In Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, Inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
z Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

Contractor: Date: 64;2Z--M

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: A =Zl - 4

How Was Comment A i rcle)
New Infomnatio A Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: ' ga-e

Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

J. DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_fOther (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and I
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, Inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

basis

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
; Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
= Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: \ 4 , h*ssar. Date: 6 -4 S -Ts,

Site: BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: JRS3 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: favarab t CcAA-~

Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

V DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) _

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

_____Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: w,1Nx,,, r tve~soc Date: to i-5 X

Sitec I) BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: to-4q DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:
t oC. 5-- 19

Location of Comment Address: ,C,5-Iq G-!? eJo .Z

How Was-Comment Addressed? (Circle)
iw In-f-orm-a--t New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of
Lack of
Lack of
Lack of
Lack of
Lack of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: yiA\\\<> 4 Hyssoc Date: (<, -5.-%i 0

Site: N BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: n DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: eF dn %J 4n -1-4 Micron a t

Ajo - I
Location of Comment Address: /.~ I 15'

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_ Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

/ Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with. NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: 1,ucS *-4Pssoc Date: ( - S' - %4

Site: o BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: t, -, (. DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: (f. n-I

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP (Oth'e9

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

v1DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed) -
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: J g t t Date: -;s- e e

Site: C BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: & aj DOE Comment No: _ Comment Topic: Fajjrdk COO ALA

Location of Comment Address: N__ _

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP (Ot.Iiet

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

v Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

X RC/Contractor: i, (9! Date: &5Z/o-6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH c CN YON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4-_2_ _ DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: ____________

Location of Comment Address: ,at

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information c hewAn-aysisD Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

X j DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted ci Sc-s oo
'---Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

Other (explain)
Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

A Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: +-4-5 t5,c Date: L

Site: ( ) BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: - DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: v a
Location of Comment Address: 16-l.q

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle
New Information New Analysis iev ised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

I DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: W A \ vA,,s 4- A\ s c Date: 6 - \ 4 -t (

Site: C-iINi'SWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: L - 1 DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: T 5o - I;J

Comment Topic:
b 'ks LV-,

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Circle)
New Analysis Rev-vised Conclusi D Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

-V/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) I___ _

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,
or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: W -s-iaoc Date: I-%C.i,

Site: _ BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: L-a DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: A

Location of Comment Address: p 5

How Was Comment Addressed? (Cir )
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions D ferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

I DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

')I~Contractor: aj&A Date: 16i 2-4 -66

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: a -_4 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: A,'e-9 V"W
'(�111Location of Comment Address: 4 _ Xa61

How Was Comment AddreM~d2.{G4rcle)
New Information New A Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of res6kjtion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

& Other (explain) "vA,} ,r il r pr'A f-# q A m

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
-$1 Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

X*C/Contractor: X* A Date: 6- - f

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3i- DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: _

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

_____Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

),x~contractor: UjI41 6 Date: i;- d -yi

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3-42-- DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 3-1,90 lo I

Comment Topic:

t~~i3,1SS~ ~~ sync y

How Was Comment Ad re Circle)
New Information AaSi Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new informati n/analysis

WOther (explain) tFp4 ,4* A ngoZ a dJ"Rvs

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

X4Other (explain) - , h*g ,Jie /Ruias r'n

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Fonm

,X<Contractor: L() - A Date: -

Site: NNWSI BWIP VQFA 2SIH DAVIS CANYON RI

NRC Comment No: 3 -a 4 DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: hi-Z::~--- . ---

6 -2-4-re31;;

ICHTON DOME

Comment Topic: er m
#1 I

How Was Comment
New Information

A Cir ircle)
fte'AraI~siy Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

AX_ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

fiRfContractor: iA) A A..
Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH

Date:

DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3-4 DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 4-2 - a 5 A

Comment Topic:
1 7-2e4

How Was Comment rcle)
New Informatio Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

4 DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the PEA

Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,RC/Contractor: Q 4A A Date: 9cv 1 - 96

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 46- DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 3-45i'

How Was Comment AddCircle)
New Information w ~naly Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, Inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

P15/Contractor: -W-tA Date: 6 - A6

Site: NNWSI SWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: Zi-4i6- DOE Comment No: I

Location of Comment Address: A- -!"

How Was Comment Addres-sedKCircle)
New Information Ana Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: x / fldr A-

Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

XL DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_ Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
,> Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

),WRcContractor: tkj � 4 Date: 6 -ZX-on

Site: NNWSI BWIP YEASITh DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: f
Location of Comment Address: 3~-iE- tG;^

How Was Comment Ad e 4. Circle)
New Information s Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

+ Other (explain) APE te>> AA10 i"
Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeauate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

x Other (explain) glue z, 4flL4 iait Baxa

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

ORI7Contractor: WLi Date: doz.2 (±.

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3-575 DOE Comment No: I

Location of Comment Address: 3 - t'f

How Was Comment Addressed? (CirrJL===-
New Information New Analysis s

Comment Topic: / *,.e

Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pendng NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) 4 t,1ah.u2 ,AiCi P 4

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)
Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

j4 Unresolved but not sipnificant to siting or characterization
7 Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

.,Ael Contractor: uMA11 Date: ( -IM- fi6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 5 (a DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: l"Gd

Location of Comment Address: _S-Jtool

Bow-1at-::Gomeen-ddressed? (Circle)
Oew Infomatio,, 'New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending RC review of new information/analysis

4 Other (explain), . Her , %44Y&a

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequate y Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Fonm

,,PC ontractor: &JIM Date: 6 Z

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4E37 DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: A: 1i 2

Comment Topic:

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Cir
New Analysis Revised Conclusion Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment Is Adequately Addressed:

4 DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

~Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/Inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

pI~contractor: Date: A .a_

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: s rf DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: p-gda

Comment Topic: am"41v - W

How Was Comment Ad ircle)
New Information a Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

A DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments; (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

-'I
Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,RC/Contractor: S Date: G - -f

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6-/5- DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 6-2. 4 2.-3

How Was Comment Add ircle)
New Information n Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

S DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending KRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
A Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

xf~'Contractor: Date: i-2:4 -
Site: NNWSI BWIP qOSMITh DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: (,-lfp - DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: ~~e~~#4z~~

Location of Comment Address: -2 -

How Was Comment Ad Circle)
New Information n Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

X DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

~Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution

- Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
- Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
- Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,&W7Contractor: z - A Date: 6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICH-

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: I

Location of Comment Address: C -29+3 --

How Was Comment A res1zff jrcle)
New Information A Revised Conclusions

TON DOME

Comment Topic: 6

Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

Jo DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_ Other (explain) _

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

sucaested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeauate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
,it. Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)RCI'Contractor: Date: 6 -2K-g _

Site: NNWSI BWIP EASMITh DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6-Xf DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: Ki &

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP e~5

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

> Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution

- Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

4 Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

ROContractor: PA 4 Date: 4- 26
Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: Li- .5

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

X DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution

= Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, tack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: W % I\ ugw5 4AAZ' c . Date: a - : 4 -Ma_

Site: BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: (, -0 I DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: P O -

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclu!

RICHTON DOME

_ Comment Topic: rzQe

;ions Deferred to SCP e

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

t{ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

^^C.J- t� '�\aNe e-4.ak v-jo,,5
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: W, \k s ! ASoc Date:

Site: XI BIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: 6 -JZ DOE Comment No:

RICHTON DOME

Comment Topic:

No. \
Location of Comment Address: P C IS-5

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution

.v Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,
or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments:' (use back if needed)

WC M-ev)4nav i-f 4\r- 40<i c&t as^j
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

2..$e7Contractor: A)61 Date: 6- 514- A
Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

,,

NRC Comment No: 3 DOE Comment No: I

Location of Comment Address: .4f a-t42_

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions

Comment Topic: a

Deferred to SCP Other

*Vjfc-

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
-DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

7`Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

Si/Contractor: P DAF

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH

Date: 6 - -f &_

DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: -3-34i DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: EM 1/04 AQ ff

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclui

RICHTON DOME

Comment Topic: All{

;ions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

_ Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

4- Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

4tal da efcG uo ponqoA
94mae m



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,yR/Contractor: 2 e Date: 6-2.4f-lL.

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: _ggs DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: "=�Z,4wzef ,
Location ofComment Address:

How Was Comment A le)
New Information Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

_ t Other (explain) -- A. t )c Apts 6 4< d1/ 1
Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sianificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) It - 4 e a

Adiioa d iComeet e:s(ue Sak Bfneee
Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

JIRIContractor: Date: 6 -Z#- 04~

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3:-_4 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: c _
I V

warns.'Location of Comment Address: -3 -3 - 151

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Ie

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

-ziLackLack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

4ff7Contractor: 1ALLAA Date: 6 -2d.

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3...7 DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: 3 /!5-t - q-

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusion!

Comment Topic:

e t C

s Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

4 Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

-A Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

-

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

.y Cicontractor: e 0 A Date: 6; -D4- -{

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3-3 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 3 U5 I - u l-

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

.Y. DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)NRC?/Contractor: !dt A Date: 6 -2-4 - 1?6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: 44hi s rc

Location of Comment Address: 33 - (lt-

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

2&' Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: k\\-cxw + Asor. Date: Z--73-S

Site: i~ BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6 -}5 DOE Comment No. Comment Topic: k OF B C

Location of Comment Address: t-JS5' 4 c ;.3.a.1

How Was Comment Addressed? (Cirf le)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusionsj Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
~`Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disaarement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution

- Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sectiont of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments:

Defer to SCP
Precipitates FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

X zblt low& A~s begin ceqp $ -6 ee J4--A CA
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-0 Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: I) A . Date: ~e 2~ tjqP(.

Site: Q BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3-)) DOE.Comment No: .3.i.I5 Comment Topic: Flux veae-

Location of Comment Address: C._5-_8

How kl Comment Addressed? (CircJe.
e New Analysis vised Conclusiong Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted .
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner In Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

Sce h e's COf rm



I a Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: W 8 A. Date: Ju" e 2c0 l''4
Site: W BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: ?-12 DOE Comment No: 6 Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: r .e 7 .-3 pg.?-24
rat * .&-/7 PIT ~-1f I

Grr~qw 141 r f" sC

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Cir
New Analysis Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

V#'DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_____Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) -

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: V Date: Jurge 2 %10 e

Site: BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 -/3 DOE Comment No: S,3. 3 Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: ; I, 3. 3
r ' S - 3 /

tice i-' "t' UA r&.

How Was Comment ldres1G*~cle)
New Informati New evised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

L-- 'DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) _

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

= Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



i Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: W 9 oA- Date: -/Jwce 2 0 /eN

Site: (!IiS@ BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 -/6 DOE Comment No: I.4S.3 Comment Topic: M t".

Location of Comment Address: B-B

How Was Commet Addressed? (Circle)
# nformatioo New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor:

Site: I BWIP

W~A Date: 'J""- '2 , (t94

DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: -4-t DOE Comment-lko. Comment Topic: I a4 j

Location of Comment Address:/ 4-2,/. /, 2 x -e. -2 2.
A - .

CIQ
IHow Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)

New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions

ge d e rl.
C. 4 -14

Deferred to SCP

pole e. 74

Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: lt'VA Date: c e z I~6' el

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4 - DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: V

Location of Comment Address: C.7- 3

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_ Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: _w g1 s90,e. Date: J 20, IqOeo

Site: i BWIP DEAF- SMITH-M-DAVIS-C-ANYON RICHTON DOME
NRC Comment N Sme AN1 Z 4m3 pc

NRC Commuent No: ( fj- Z '"OComment Topic: t4l�,LZrn�aAr_.I Jf
Location of Comment Address: R pCq.7-i p.9 C, 7 -/

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



I.
Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor:

Site: Xniwip BWIP

IiI9 tS5oC

DEAF SMITH DAVIS CQ

Date: -ju..442,6 lye fi

RICHTON DOME
N-3/ T

NRC Comment No: ______ DOE Comment No: 372, ',2 plComment Topic: JLiAlAb4Z~U

Location of Comment Address:P C,7-1/

How Was Comment A mstdZ-?-.I.lrcle).
New Information NwAayi Revlised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

L-'iOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

Alp lo SF a l wA te aoe-seA



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: t4- d4 51$cr Date: Jaune 26, )4 a6

Site: BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME ec 6,4'2-

NRC Comment No: A-IZ. DOE Comment No: 'Cofaent Topic:

Location of Comment Address: : C i7-3 5
. g07)- 1id

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) _

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/Contractor: -

Site: q BWIP

u4n - Date: Jlpec m M (4 S6

DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: to-13 DOE Comment No: ' 2 ; Comment Topic: F 1o004 hula Z-4

Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



. I 6

Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

4rf/Contractor: X Dater L-2 0
Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH RICHTON DOME -ZVI

NRC Comment No: 3-5i' DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:
eo ee~

Location of Comment Address: F an - i,"

How Was Comment Addressed? LCircle)
New Information Analysis evised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

tr~ a~a- pr~

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed: s t 'ive,'ryjr aV

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution it J2t Aoc llo.
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted ^'/°>#c~r
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted 4/
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_ Other (explain) Ad COGS

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed: J1 ,w ,.-

X Lack of recognition of NRC comment V7 * aik. Vk Xk kAuau zlf;,i c C W evcdfd
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis v; '"K'4
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated probity and basis A
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution is

Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested e sw.
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

4 Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,RC/Contractor: G } / q Date: 6 - - Cm

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITB DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 -R DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: 3-zE7

How Was Comment Pahressd tA rcle)
New Information Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment Is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

//"



0-

Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

jKV,7Contractor: Date: 6 - :-F

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 -2 3 f DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: f 3- 142_ d i

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP t

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

)W71contractor: Ad O�) A Date: 1 -2zA -A6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 1-3 2_ DOE Comment No: Comment 1

Location of Comment Address: ' . 3 -141-

How Was Comment Aggt-emedZUrccl e)
New Information e ew Analsis Xevised Conclusions DeferrE

Topic: c

C-4 I .-

ed to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

F Other (explain) fvsef_ z dzla-J'

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



l O e

Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

Contractor: S 66I/;c(w1S Date: ________

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH i YIS CANYON3 RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: tUI L Rd74 A f

Location of Comment Address: - te.(i. /

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

'I. ~ ~ ~ A1vatu l Ax



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

pRC/Contractor: d -S Date: 6 Zo d

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4 -2 / DOE Comment No: _ Comment Topic: bd;/ o r)Z&4LQ l

Location of Comment Address: # -/z(o £ZA'.1 P 4 / n

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

X DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_ Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

_____Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not signiflicant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

.1cr % 6 /A&H
"$ iC vdfreS.
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

Vr/Contractor: m? C(J/// aly Date: 6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SM1< :DAVIS CANYON ICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 4-3 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: O&Qo sAfe

Location of Comment Address: fls__?

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution

Y/ Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,
or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

as,,, w4I4 -ac*- cow ?
aA ey h~e s o ?



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,AmCContractor:

Site: NNWSI BWI

~-V 6d /(' 1i.a ; s Date: 0;141
rnl nr~r ru?7ru prpi-v-mi nnu~r
L r RAI-r 51-rin qvjQLNUgrr

NRC Comment No: .$e-g DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: la__ _ _7

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusion!

1 I Wll UUVIIJV &v 4 A,6'

Comment Topic:

Dfreto cCOtA

Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

V/ Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

i-A? ZwCea-' ; ~- h 6A a



Hydrology Detiiled Comment Resolution Form

Si/Contractor: i, P CDEAF SMIT Dater R O D/OME

Site: NNWSI 8WIP DEAF SMITH (DAI CAY RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 5 -93 DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address: -52Ov 6V3-.Z'

How
New

Was Comment
Information

A dfise ifrrc le)
e Analys s Revised Conclusions

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed: 1CW

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

Z Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis - awg
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:
de-A ' 1r '-

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem ai
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

id basis

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadecuate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

/Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved btLt not significant to siting or characterization.
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if-needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

),Rt7Contractor: s6~l~~ Date- Go/e
a.a - .1... m ." IV. fi-a r- . . . l.r ~ e ^1.ur... IV# nFAy,.. gal fl s.-

SRCe: CNNen1 No

NRC Comment No:

Location of Comn

How Was Comment
New Information

U1 r UtAr ZM1 I rMi'.1V IIitTUF4 KL6M I UrI WP UUMI o f -A

-34-3w DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: 2Zokr-e

ient Address: 3

Addressed? (Circjje4 -___... -_4 4 ,zstd .J
New Analysis evedConclusios Deferred to SCP Other S

Comment is Adequately Addressed:Manngr in Which

I DOE agreed with problem, basis, and n -

DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

crncur.

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization

_ Other (explain)

Additional Comments:. (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,6/ Contractor: i 6 ,1i a -s Date: 6 Lz7o le,6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH V RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: - DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: D M

Location of Comment Address: E 3-s'/c i cr z c f

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to 5CP Other

Manner in Which Comment Is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

V Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

2 Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

DJ Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if

osc~~~~~9 aAdffS Ad

j, Af



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

,N<-/Contractor: f 6L)//lrayn Date- :

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH (AVIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 5 - 5/ DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: ,T-,W2? ?,-eU
de

WI~

Dther
How Was Comment Addresd? (Cirle KY
New Information Pew Analys s Revised Concluslons, Deferred to SCP I

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

V/ DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
X DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution i

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested -

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved bqt not sian1ficant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

Ykzy$t__C 5 - se-'
AsO Ota$~aCAmv 4,



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

Of7contractor: -A luilk'a'ais Date. 6 L2VO -

Site: KNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH VIS CANYON) RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 5 -S9 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: PV ot

Location of Comment Address: _ ____ -0 --?A b -secf >? ce
toZ- -3-2-,Zo, i22

How Was Comment Addres-sed-?Circle)--
New Information Analysis evised Conclusion Deferred to SCP

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

ZDOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution 7-/&y I O'?Le t'4
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted of0if 4

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or Inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) -

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

k-'Defer to SCP 94V-Vc-vxa
Precipitate FtA Comment
Unresolved but not sianificant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

AdIditional Comments: (use back if needed)

S , . B } < -/, ~;4& 2 v

jkd,- -h4i .0 1 2 D %a,

-3 - -g4t &e,49P ~cvtvfz-4 e'~,i~

Iz1P ,?i
, "'.Z 4 //



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

Ae/Contractor: At 1C)11/eo5 Date, c;________

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH NY RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3-;W DOE Comment No:

Location of Comment Address:

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle) (
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution -IN
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

_____Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

VILack of recognition of NRC comment 4 po^<f a
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

. ID-me~ -I Iods~o a c Keo25

faxl cc-44-c eos Sac!
Ad e l ~faoep4oy
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

jyC/Contractor: (3ILLitAi S Date-. to son 8v

DAVIS CANYON ( RICHTONDOME wSite: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH

NRC Comment No: 3-'(0 DOE Comment No: 2.9

Location of Comment Address: C . 4 .1.1. 7.

Comment Topic:
4GRO 00XbWArEW1 -

How VA Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

'C DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
.g Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis

V , xOther (explain) usw T9GLmgpv0"tc. t>ArA iDcWbJs et>.

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate.support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved bqt not sianificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

P CIontractor: W sLtiA S Date-

Site: NNWS1 BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 -11 DOE Comment No: 32. Comment Topic:
5 Eb" YDCO %C o I9 .

UL.) 4'?S

Location of Comment Address: C 4. 1. 2.L.

flow Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
(New In oimaation) New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

)CComment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain) _

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed) C $iscr. D44CA-rr
b&w r*V Wm- ,

£71



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

P "Contractor:

Site: NNWS1 BWJ

LA)ILLAiMS Date- I jvus)Sip

IP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON
92

NRC Comment No: 3 -20 DOE Comment No: '33 Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: C:4. 1. z.

H f...Comment Addressed? (Circle)
a NewIormation New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

X DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sienificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (Lse back if needed)

MoDELIO6 AS3UMP16O31s, HODoevec, coses aot eA.)c.Lo za l*)

. E . A. so TNA'n HDs5 ,ustr STadL'd-e-eft T-

S0 VR~CES.



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

VO/Contractor: G3) L% I'Av4rMY

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH

-

Date- I' Joz a 6

DAVIS CANYON DONE

NRC Comment No: £ - IO DOE Comment No: 7 B Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: C. 5 * I362 .% TA E
6. 3. I *. I

TD AVA F "-'M
S*L1T Cobe.a

How Was Comment A (Circle)
New Information Analyst Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner In Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

'4 DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution .
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner In Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and I
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

basis

6* -- ' Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sianificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (Lse back if needed)

~I5nLL V h3 PE-S L V ED

IO) L)SIOG 6LABOR-ATOU&N.

IS rmc L)3cjEo&-rAj&3" i eJvoLvEM

(Aj a3OL-'%eTos SPE7LFtr_~ bD vA .

A-bb~esss W fzc~ caom~ m c-.zr Co - 10o, 1Lur R-e-Feis -rez v= w
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

JmeC Contractor: L3ILCiAmS Date, 1 J v S4

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: 6 -lS DOE Comment No: 79 Comment Topic: Mo1mm vLs.ELcA i5rtIS

Location of Comment Address: C.S J I -(=EA C 4 lI. I

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SC ter

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

- DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

F -7,
IC,

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved bq.t not significant to siting or characterization tp.o.E.)
Other (explain) 4vUA- eiT-oTSy Abjt3LtSS es V-4PPED rizom fE7

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

Ft A :sameLi- -DE oPPC!) AL-L- AtiALys6eS arrSiIM -MvLE bO"4d¢

AMD 1DTireS whs DOtE a2IPASs THiS coMgg-J. -bO e g
L)SV5 O1L'L? '-T.AqGL. -r§"

co r sa -r SHEr-TWAF 'DoI we, W IL%-, KaW N'CNZ Ab1Do A#J ArWD1rrIC'-t&L
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

),RC/Contractor: tL, L LionA

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH

C Date- 19 J00 aci
DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: (6-l2 DOE Comment No: 8 0 Comment Topic:
-I

.b &E .sL-r btCme

Location of Comment Address: J_ 51 FA G,.I..1.ZE

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circle)
New Information New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SC

Manner in Which Comment Is Adequately Addressed:

- DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
* DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Conmment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner In Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment

v Unresolved but not sin4ficant to siting or characterization
= Other (explain) FfIE rDepoPPE -Avet- Tme CA A- 2c A- A f' 00 V L

a s 5 OLr5 Tfffr boME . So A LSo Comics &-II

Additional Comrents: (use back if needed)



Hydrology Detliled Comment Resolution Form

J.WC/Contractor: 4LJeLIAoCAMS Date-

Site: NNWSI SWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON 6ICHTON DME
- I-

NRC Comment No: 6 13 DOE Comment No: I Comment Topic: o0rAccSSnat-E
surefty upri

Location of Comment Address: C.5.1

Now Was Comment Addressed? (Circk)
New Information New Analysis (revsed ConclusionQ Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

X DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner In Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or Inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not s'er.if1cant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

Pe/Contractor: klJJLLAJES Date- 19 Ju &G

Site: NNWSI SWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON AL'rE TIn

NRC Comment No: G- 14- DOE Comment No: E. Comment Topic: MOUCLS

Location of Comment Address: C.5 .1 6 c * 4Z 5 SYST.'2 &

How Was Comment A/Mdousu4lL-QCtzklel _
New Information ( Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of-NRC comment
y Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis

° L j Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

7 Defer to SCP
* ' @ Precipitate FEA Comment

Unresolved btt not sicnrfficant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (Lse back if needed)
EI-rrue -. o.E. I . v TIskA-rc ALE- COOF:DIr -Tt KOO CUPh,_ Mo~Et-
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

-PC00:t~rctor--WI~LL I Ar.s Date: 19 J 01-6

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON ( HONjIZI a)z
VAPat - PASE

NRC Comment No: C; -J DOE Comment No: 863 Comment Topic: KHughA-Tno&.

Location of Comment Address: c.. it C I5 -35) fsFM 6.4,Z.3W '

a F
IA0CWS.04S

to3
rm Nor-,

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Cir
New Analysis Revised Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
- DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

- Other (explain) comsyt c2Lzi Air £.Ej'JvE t IbAT% Ate- TfSE4IETs
mo suPpoexr FEa 5STr-r meijT

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

AW/Contractor: (.)ILLIAvK S Date: 17 J UG

Site: NNWSt BWIP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON

NRC Comment No: 6-36 DOE Comment No: 1OS5 Comment Topic:
CttB~sC.S.C. rc4 .2.65,7

Location of Comment Address: C, 4.l. t. S r .2.7
CO.S. 1. 4,

�!�s�Lc�r. cJ

ews evsed Conclusions Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
X Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
XOther (explain) UWmmT,&j113,n ctmJO.w Co r MM l N eKA*f uanyL 5cP.

STr41rme H T Co P. i.. s iS CcsJc.1re aDo Fla. 3 -ejs
Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

of
of
of
of
of
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested

_ . . .

resolution -
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain) _

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

o0_.4
Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not slonificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

CWILLItAM5 Date: 19 JuO 3e6

Site: NNWSI B-IP DEAF SMITH DAVIS CANYON A
_ _

NRC Comment No: 6 -6 4 DOE Comment No: 1 30 Comment Topic:
H

Location of Comment Address: C. 8.3

How was Comment Addressed? ACircle)
dew Information New Analysis Revised Conclusionsj Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

k DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
- DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted

DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

- Lack
Lack
Lack
Lack

- Lack
= Lack

of
of
of
of
off
of

recognition of NRC comment
understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated
agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated

problem and basis

suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/Inadequately addressed)

XK Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not sionificent to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
AS%4MProo FL Do- A^O0'AiOvS Ad36 at Iaca*

'DODfi 3B9A5S5S SWOBLCM S ITE C tAdoEeA e f4 l
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

pR/Contractor: f W//'anz., Date: _______

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITHfDIS CANYON RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 3 -.. L DOE Comment No: Comment Topic: #'f.4 am -7 -e tcgi&441c

Location of Comment Address: 3 - a rw Ala 3..-s 53 p. f11Ye/ a;)-25e

How Was Comment A df" jrasd 1 c -L
New Information Qyew na~lysis Ybu~sed Conclusionsi Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution

a Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,
or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA hz7,e

> Other (explain) ,OeF - -Jy k-4 e n tj'ss7.

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addessed)

vo' Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved bqt not sianificant to siting or characterization
Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)
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Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

NRC/ to: a L IiCtMz Date: (~4\161BX

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH C RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: 6 ap DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: p2 0

frudws en /oMAer /Sd
,%' rAd (Wessex/r
el-liz-f s s vHs
V"It '/( UP T"

How Was Comment
New Information

Addressed? (Circle)
New AnalysisR sed Conclu Deferred to SCP Other

* Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

0! DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted

* ~Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution
Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadequate,

or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to
appropriate sections of the FEA

Other (explain)

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved but not significant to siting or characterization
Other (explain) _

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)

7XL no) q#d-4 ,E k-tc 41 c Ae e A )



Hydrology Detailed Comment Resolution Form

p/contractor: 'B. I ia~s Date- 4 /e& -

Site: NNWSI BWIP DEAF SMITH Q RICHTON DOME

NRC Comment No: C-.3 DOE Comment No: Comment Topic:

Location of Comment Address: P. 9 (-'W, /)

Fifsvtic~ -t alozevw& v;
01014O.Twnf 6;Endw

A d I-t -I

1 t/ue r- Vn2- JWIA"

How Was Comment Addressed? (Circled
New Information New Analysis hieyjsed Cot 'lusioi Deferred to SCP Other

Manner in Which Comment is Adequately Addressed:

DOE agreed with problem, basis, and suggested resolution
DOE disagreed with suggested resolution; alternative resolution accepted
DOE disagreed with problem and basis; DOE response accepted
Comment resolved pending NRC review of new information/analysis
Other (explain)

Manner in Which Comment is Inadequately Addressed:

Lack of recognition of NRC comment
Lack of understanding of the NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated problem and basis
Lack of agreement with NRC stated suggested resolution
Lack of adequate support for disagreement with NRC stated suggested
resolution

__,Assuming agreement with NRC suggested resolution, lack of, inadeouate,
or inconsistent implementation of resoultion through changes to

/jI appropriate sections of the FEA
a/Other (explain) b4 Lcas 1 S'ev/ ai 4

Status of Unresolved Comments: (Either adequately/inadequately addressed)

Defer to SCP
Precipitate FEA Comment
Unresolved bqt not significant to siting or characterization

- Other (explain)

Additional Comments: (use back if needed)


